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Abstract:
Network is the important part of any organization. Knowing the usage of computer network can help to manage network resources and internet traffic. Data mining algorithms can be used to analyze the trend of network traffic and observe the patterns. Major issue faced by existing work is large data generation. Processing on large data can’t be an easy task and need advance technique to analysis purpose. Hadoop distribution server can be a good platform to analyze the large network data trends. In our work, analysis of network traffic using the Hadoop environment has been studied. A DBSCAN based solution has been performed to observe the trend and load on individual system. The comparison made depends on single server and multi-node Hadoop cluster can for result evaluation purpose.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In current scenario, everyone is using the internet however, the latest tool for network examination, which handles the traffic of internet, is not growing with same pace. As we know that data on network is very vast and increasing every day in petabytes. With the time, it is realized that the traditional database is not enough for storage of large data. The needs and demands lead to innovation of bigdata. Big data is data sets, which consists of thousands of petabytes of data. Traditional tool does not process for large datasets. Hence, new innovative processors are also designed for accessing large amount of data.

As we know internet is derived name from network. Network performance is always a major concern of network administrator as well as network user. The traffic is increased in significant amount with the development of mobile, tabs at low prices. Every second user is accessing internet. In such large traffic the analysis is performed as well. This analysis of network is performed generally using single server, however when it comes to big data analysis single server is not just enough. The network classifier is the main component of network. It is used for analysis of packet as well as IP. In terms of memory, speed, processing capability. The classification of network is performed using payload signature. As payload consist of large set of information hence analyzing it consume large amount of data. In computer significant parameters are highly consumed.

DBScan algorithm is one of the widely used algorithms in data mining. In it clustering of similar data point is performed by clubbing them together by formation of cluster. The similar data points are connected in high-density point whereas dissimilar data is connected in low-density data. In dense region minimum points are kept and clustering is start from random point. If the points in high dense area increase then it is kept out from that section. However the most positive point of this algorithm is that it doesn’t require number of cluster in advance like k mean.

Hadoop is open source highly reliable tool developed by Apache framework. The heart of Hadoop is MapReduce which is responsible for splitting of large size block and distribution to node in the form of cluster. In our work, we are analyzing the network traffic using the Hadoop environment. The comparison of using the single server and Hadoop cluster is then performed in order to reveal that our technique is better.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Zhao-wen LIN et al. [1] suggested the importance of Hadoop distributed system. In his work, the map reduce is explained which is the distribution of dataset and generation of output in such a way that the memory consumption should be less. Hadoop defines the distributed architecture importance as the processing enhances in considerable amount in it. When any unwanted source disturbed the slave node then other slave node which is disinfected perform the desired task, hence the process keep going.

Jiajia Chen\textsuperscript{1} et al. [2] designed the architecture in which analysis of web servers is given. As Internet is growing with fast rate the traditional technologies are not suitable to cope up with it. The number of users as well as devices is getting advanced in period. Our system suggests the technique in order to find the behavioral characteristics of servers and response time in which servers respond to request. The research is different than other research in the way that other research takes more time.

Jayeeta Dutta et al [3] redefine the importance of network analyzer. The paper suggests that for security purpose it is very much required to maintain the network classification. As machine learning is advanced field which work on analysis, but there work suggest that based on behavioral characteristics of the data the classification can be performed. The work is performed on Google Hangout, which is one of the very famous peer-to-peer applications.

### Table 1: Comparative Study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paper Title</th>
<th>Strength</th>
<th>Weakness</th>
<th>Applications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Analysis of Web Traffic Based on HTTP Protocol[1]</td>
<td>Provide mechanism to identify HTTP packets and classify the incoming and outgoing IP address.</td>
<td>It can’t be considered as general solution. Can’t classify the complete traffic.</td>
<td>General level Internet traffic classification.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Traffic Classification in Hadoop Distributed Computing Environment[2]</td>
<td>They use classification mechanism to classify different types of packers.</td>
<td>Time based dataset. They don’t consider the size of data which plays important role in large data processing.</td>
<td>Traffic classification and load estimation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LASER: A Novel Hybrid Peer to Peer Network Traffic Classification Technique [5]</td>
<td>Uses Longest Common Subsequence (LCS)-based Application Signature Extraction technique, algorithm, a novel hybrid network traffic classification technique.</td>
<td>Create too much overhead.</td>
<td>It is one of the finest solutions for P2P network.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### III. Problem Domain

In large network, the analysis is quite tough. If the single server is used for analysis then analysis of network will be very cumbersome. The tough in the sense that network will require lot of memory, computation time and processing speed. The analysis of packet is required due to main reasons, the packet can have misguided information from the intruder, and the destination as well as routing information is also required. The network analyzer can be defined as the analyzer, which contains packet related information that how packet is travelled, which packet stops its retrieval in transit. For this analysis it requires flow as input and the output will be details of packets which are travelling in network. Hence the efficient system is required which gives the network analysis with less resource consumption.

Study concludes that existing work faces challenge of large datasets and a solution is required to process those large datasets with the generation of data at great speed, because data production is increasing with higher percentage. If solution comes for this issue then it will provide higher performance of processing large data with maintaining security.

### IV. Solution Domain

In our work, we are taking into account the college campus dataset. Entire traffic which travel in college will be considered in our work. As we know the college itself contain large amount of data hence the data is one of the large dataset. The entire flow is achieved using the tool named as Wireshark. The flow consists of details of sender and receiver like source IP address, source port number, destination IP address and its port number. Wireshark is open source tool, with graphical user interface with filtering option. Wireshark is used for capturing data and different networking protocol structure is observed. Some filter is used for displaying of data.

The workflow of our work is given as under:

- Initially the dataset is collected from SD Bansal College of Technology. Wireshark is the tool used for the retrieving all the datasets and resulting IP and packet transfer is shown.

![Figure 1: Wire shark scenario](http://ijesc.org/)
• The data collected is raw data and can have variety of noise hence data need to be clean at initial. The data cleaning operation is performed on given data in order to remove inconsistent, incomplete data. Missing values may be present which is remove using this method.

• Once the data is cleaned then it is loaded to HDFS which Hadoop distributed file system. The HDFS is responsible for storing large data sets by streaming it at high bandwidth. User given task, here in this loading of college datasets is performed using HDFS. The HDFS in responsible for hosting as well as storing.

Figure 2: Hadoop Architecture

• Map reduce is function which takes dataset as an input as using the reducer return the reduced dataset as a result. In map reduce function the map node is loaded with very large memory whereas leaf node is loaded with less memory. In map reduce the target is to take the big data as input and reduce only desired data.

• Once the data is reduced, the filtering in given IP address is performed. For this the input given is the text file, initially the file analysis is performed in order to check whether the file is secured using any authentication scheme or not. Also flow is not continuous that flow is input after certain interval of time.

• The next important notification is that the flow is checked by observing first packet as first packet contains all the desired information. By taking all this as input the flow is generated using Field Extractor.

Figure 3: System Workflow

V. IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY

The process is performed using certain tables which are named as flow, packet, with type, total, classification, non-classification. The packet is given an input and the network in analyzed in certain interval. The application data consist of data packets and the observation is that with increase in packet size the processing time increased. Here we attaching the graph of it, and conclude that our architecture is better than single server approach. The approach is better in terms of memory and computation speed as well. Hence the Hadoop architecture is suitable as network analyzer. Following points are explored to draw the direction of implementation;

1. The complete study will be implementing in Java application along with Hadoop Server in Ubuntu 14.04 environment with one master and two slave nodes.

2. Four different size dataset in .csv format has been supplied as sample input and stored at HDFS for smooth data distribution.

3. Send MR and Receive MR fetch information from HDFS storage and process send and received packet information.

4. Afterwards, it forward information to Merge MR to combine the results and forward to DBSCAN MR.

5. DBSCAN MR prepares dynamic clusters and rewrite results on HDFS

VI. CONCLUSION

In our work, the network is analyzed using Wireshark tool. The key idea behind our concept is that the single server doesn’t perform well when it comes to network analyzer. The reason for this is the network traffic is growing at such fast pace that single server cannot managed it. In our approach we are using Hadoop based architecture along with the Frame extractor tool in order to efficiently analyze network. The obtained result concludes that our system is better than existing system.
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